Pottery At Home
Using Hollow Forms To Create
Whacky Animals
Inspiration from the Zebra my daughter made when she
was eleven and in response to home schoolers who
want to make animals!

Development from a hollow ceramic form project
based on organic forms video 2.

Beating isolation, missing
people, things which remind
us of them

Animals are still
beautiful

Inspiration and
Research is Key!
When we try to decide what to make using clay it is important to
find a source of inspiration. Walking past my daughters bedroom
provided a visual feast and my inspiration has come from ceramic
animals she has made over the years. Now studying for her
masters in Vet.Physiotherapy animals continue to be her very best
friends.

Make a mood board
for reference.
Pictures of zebras and
other artists work

During this pandemic she is isolated away from home studying for
her masters. A new importance is attached to the Zebra which was
her first foray into four legged animals of some size. I had to pick it
up and reconnect with the time when she made it.
My imagination had been captured. As I remembered her asking
repeatedly how to go about making the legs and recall how busy I
was and what a nuisance her questions were, what she created and
achieved reflects a small a miracle. She succeeded with very little
help which made me think it was something everyone could make.
With my students ages ranging from 6 to 86 I attempted to create a
zebra which might appeal. The hollow form for the body and head is
central to success and a development from hollowing form for an
organic form or poppy seed head video 2.
Inspiration and research! I found pictures of zebras front and side
view, close up and whole form. I researched artists who had also
been inspired by a zebra and made connections with the ceramic
outcomes in particular the work of Marie Prett. I set about creating
my zebra using a hollow form for the body and the head.

Marie Prett
Making connections
with other artists.

Create a Hollow Form for the Body and the Head
You need to create 2 oval forms using clay.
One big enough for the body and one
smaller for the head.
Now hollow out the clay before sticking the 2 halves
back together. You can fill the void using bubble wrap.
This will support the form so you can work on it immediately,
or leave the pieces outside in the wind or sun until they
are firmer to join. Beware of them becoming too dry.
You may use a hair dryer but avoid drying out the edges.
Using slurry join the oval and add a coil for extra support
over the seam smoothing it in.
Legs, roll out a rectangular piece of clay 4mm thick, place on newspaper.
Wrap a piece of doweling in newspaper and then wrap the clay around it
The paper will stop the clay sticking to the wood. Scrape smooth using a kidney

Model a hoof on
each leg Leave them to
become leather hard
remove doweling before
drying

Legs are leather hard that means they are firm but still retain moisture. If
you dry these too much they will not join the body. Perhaps they will seem
too but during drying they will crack away from the body so make sure they
are only just firm!
Body
Add sausages of clay (coils) to the head end of the hollowed body form, build them up layer by layer to create the
neck. You will need to score and slurry the first coil as the body will be firm however subsequent coils can be added
by just smoothing the coils together until the neck is long enough. (No need to score and slurry the layers of coils).
Head
Onto the mouth end of the hollow form add coils to create the upper and
lower lip and model. Refer to your mood board for detail.

Model nostrils and eyes

Add the head to the neck by scoring
and adding slurry then smooth together.

Add ears and mane, you can create a crumpled mane
by scraping a kidney along clay and cutting the clay off
the kidney using a knife

Resting on foam

Cut 4 holes into the body for legs,
insert them and score and
slurry them in place before adding
a coil around the legs and smoothing
them into the body

Ensure there
is space
around any
support for
the clay to
shrink
unrestricted

Add tail and stand up with a support

Slowing down the drying of extremities which might otherwise
dry too quickly and pull away from the main body of work, cracking

What other animals could you
make using hollow form

Keys To Success

Important information

•

Always keep spare clay in a plastic bag to ensure it does not dry out.

Send clay back you do not use. Separate the hard from the
soft clay and keep the soft clay wrapped in plastic

•

When making your hollow form do not use very soft clay the firmer the
better, If it is soft wedge it first until it firms up.

We will fire your animal and anything you make with your
spare clay its included in the parcel cost

•

Leave two hollowed parts to get firmer before sticking back together or
support form with bubble wrap.

•

Do not use hard clay for coils the softer the better. If your coil cracks
its because you have taken too long to make it. Over use and warm
hands dry clay quickly. Wash you hands in cold water and make your
coils quickly.

Put your finished piece into plastic once it has dried enough to
appear strong. Do this before it completely dries out and
becomes brittle it will be too difficult to transport without
breaking it at this point. Completely dried out clay which
breaks can not be repaired easily.

•

Remember as clay dries it shrinks so you need to support with forms
which have bubble wrap on top as the bubble wrap will move with the
clay. Rigid forms supporting clay will make the clay crack when it can
not shrink enough around a form

•

Look at YouTube video ,Quick tips 3,. How to look repair cracks.

•

PUT HOLES INTO YOUR FORM there should be an escape for air
trapped inside hollow form. Always make an exit point.

•

Stab your animal where ever you can discreetly to let air out.

•

Dry your work slowly, You can even wrap extremities to slow them
from drying quickly before the thicker parts are dry

After firing your work will be in a new clay parcel with glazes
for painting the cost of your glaze box will include firing.
Return your box within 7 days so that we can reuse the tools
and prepare for another person. Lost tools will be charged for.
Above all HAVE FUN!!

